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DateTime interval to a dbTimestamp I have a DB Timestamp field and a data field (TimeZone when a

DateTime was inserted to DB) and a regular interval of time (ie. 3 hours) I need to get the current
date in the time of the DB Timestamp and add the interval of time I need to get a new DateTime on

it The only things I have are: Field 'date' of type DBTimestamp Field 'time' of type TTimeZone. (0
gets a current time, 1 timezone) Let's say: TimerStamp = 2012-05-07 00:00:01 Interval = '3 hours'

Then I get this (or it should): NewDateTime = 2012-05-07 18:00:01 In the helper module of my
program I can just do: NewDateTime := DBTimestamp + (Interval*TTimeZone) The problem is that I
have about 6 thousands records that have to be updated, so I would like a more efficient solution. A:

If all of your intervals are uniform (e.g. one hour), you could do: function GetNewDateTime(const
Timestamp: TDateTime; const Interval: Cardinal): TDateTime; var Hours: Integer; begin Result :=

Timestamp + Interval * (24 * 60 * 60); Hours := Floor(Result / 24 * 60 * 60); Result := Result -
(Interval * (24 * 60 * 60) * (1 - (Hours div 60))) * 60; end; Then the result of your function would be:

Result := GetNewDateTime(DBTimestamp, Interval) + TTimeZone.CreateTimeZone(1); If the
intervals are not
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one server, remains connected on the other I have been having problems connecting to one server
from another for some time now and I know for a fact that the problem is with the way I am testing
the connection and not with the servers themselves. Here are the test steps: Test client connects to
Attempt to post the login credentials to Test server replies with a valid login Test client sends a POST

to Test server replies with an invalid login Test client tries to login again. The problem is that even
though the connection is lost, the server keeps responding. This means that the server was sending
a response to the test client despite the fact that the connection was being terminated. I checked,

and it does appear that the server did send a response to the test client. I am using the same client
program (firefox) on both servers. Would anyone have an idea as to why this would be happening? A:

This sounds like a firewall or IPTables issue on the server end (if it's your local server). The server
shouldn't be maintaining the connection over the shoulder 6d1f23a050
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